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ABSTRACT 

 Sensor network has quick installation, dynamic configuration features. These features 

make it very suitable for its applications in the environment without wired backbone network, 

such as conferences, research, sports grounds, crowd control, emergency recovery, and the 

battlefield military. This paper describes the application of embedded wireless sensor network 

system underlying software, mainly introduces LPC2148 ARM7 chip configuration, pin 

multiplexing configuration, the clock configuration,  .This paper also describes an 

investigation into the potential for remote controlled operation of Device control automation 

systems The main objective of the project is to control and monitor and control the 

temperature and float values used in industries .In this project, we develop a SCADA 

(supervisory control and data acquisition) system for controlling and monitoring parameters 

such as temperature and float that are situated in remote areas. Temperature and float sensors 

are connected to A/D converter and the values are given to microcontroller, microcontroller 

transmits these values through ZIGBEE transmitter.The ZIGBEE receiver connected to the 

PC receives these values and the values are displayed on PC Using LabVEIW OR VB 

GUI(Graphical User Interfacr) the values of temperature and float are checked graphically, if 

any of these values alter then, the heater and water pumping motors are controlled by turning 

off the relays connected respectively through micro-controller.  In critical conditions the 

situation is informed to the owner through sms using GSM technology, for further actions.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

    The design of wireless sensor systems is characterized by a strong trend towards embedding 

more intelligence into the machines. Quite often sensors are mounted on moving parts. Common 

implementations use wires running between the fixed and the mobile part of the machine to 

supply power and acquire information from the sensor. However, such an approach suffers of 

reliability problems, due to wear and tear of the cables, and in some cases is not even possible 

due to constraints of movement. A completely wireless solution (both for data and power 

transfer) would clearly be a solution to both issues, and would hence be a breakthrough in the 

industrial control field. Converting a wired implementation into a wireless version poses 

however many challenges. Firstly because a radio link does not have the same capacities as a 

wire, in terms of reliability and latency, and secondly because a wireless power transfer must 

also be provided, imposing requirements on low power consumption. In this paper, we report our 

research and development effort on a wireless sensor node, which targets the so-called industrial 

application class. Wireless sensor network is a wireless LAN networking form, is a dynamic self-

organizing network system composed by wireless mobile nodes with arbitrary and temporary 

network topology, the network does not require use of centralized infrastructure or standard 

support  services in wide area network, and each node can be used as host and router.  

 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS:  
    The wireless sensor network nodes use battery power and their power capabilities are limited 

due to its small size of node. The transmission rate of the network is low and it needs enough 

power to work steadily for a long time. Therefore low-power design is significant. The system 

adopts MICAz mote module produced by Crossbow Technology and its sketch of hardware is 

shown in Figure 3. MICAZ is embedded with a ZigBee compliant RF transceiver and it works 

0between 2.4 and 2.4835 GHz, a globally compatible ISM band. Its DDSS radio offers both high 

speed (250 kbps) and hardware security (AES-128). The MICAz 51-pin expansion connector 

supports Analog Inputs, Digital I/O, I2C, SPI and UART interfaces. These interfaces make it 

easy to connect to a wide variety of external peripherals, including a variety of sensor, data 

acquisition boards and gateway. 
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Fig 2 

An experiment was done in a industry which 11 meters in length and 8 meters in width. The 

application to measure temperature, light intensity, node voltage and parent node is written in 

Visual C ++6.0 under the Windows 2000 operation. Parent node denotes nodes that receive a 

message from another node and the 0 parent node represents base node (gateway). The result of 

experiment is shown in Figure 2 

From Figure 2, we can see that the experiment measure parameters in industry perfectly. 

CONCLUSION: 

This paper present a wireless sensor network system based on ZigBee technology for industry, 

exploring its system framework and technology characters. The experiment was also done to 

prove its feasibility. The system possesses low cost, low power, wider coverage, and especially 

the character of mobility on wiring to remove the limitation of traditional wired network system 

for industry. Therefore the traditional system to collects parameters for Greenhouse would be 

greatly changed.This paper also describes an investigation into the potential for remote 

controlled operation of Device control automation systems The main objective of the project is to 

control and monitor and control the temperature and float values used in industries .In this 

project, we develop a SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) system for controlling 

and monitoring parameters such as temperature and float that are situated in remote areas. 

Temperature and float sensors are connected to A/D converter and the values are given to 

microcontroller, microcontroller transmits these values through ZIGBEE transmitter.The 

ZIGBEE receiver connected to the PC receives these values and the values are displayed on PC 

Using LabVEIW OR VB GUI(Graphical User Interfacr) the values of temperature and float are 

checked graphically, if any of these values alter then, the heater and water pumping motors are 

controlled by turning off the relays connected respectively through micro-controller.  In critical 

conditions the situation is informed to the owner through sms using GSM technology, for further 

actions.  
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